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Friction Variability in Planar Pushing Data:
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Abstract—Friction plays a key role in manipulating objects.
Most of what we do with our hands, and most of what robots do
with their grippers, is based on the ability to control frictional
forces. This paper aims to better understand the variability and
predictability of planar friction. In particular, we focus on the
analysis of a recent dataset on planar pushing by Yu et al. [1]
devised to create a data-driven footprint of planar friction.
We show in this paper how we can explain a significant fraction
of the observed unconventional phenomena, e.g., stochasticity
and multi-modality, by combining the effects of material non-
homogeneity, anisotropy of friction and biases due to data
collection dynamics, hinting that the variability is explainable
but inevitable in practice.
We introduce an anisotropic friction model and conduct
simulation experiments comparing with more standard isotropic
friction models. The anisotropic friction between object and
supporting surface results in convergence of initial condition
during the automated data collection. Numerical results confirm
that the anisotropic friction model explains the bias in the dataset
and the apparent stochasticity in the outcome of a push. The fact
that the data collection process itself can originate biases in the
collected datasets, resulting in deterioration of trained models,
calls attention to the data collection dynamics.
Index Terms—List of keywords (Contact Modeling; Calibra-
tion and Identification; Performance Evaluation and Benchmark-
ing)
I. INTRODUCTION
UNDERSTANDING friction between two sliding surfaceshas been a focus of research for many decades. Even
under carefully controlled experimental conditions, planar
friction manifests a surprising degree of variability, which
makes it difficult to model and control. This paper studies the
nature of that variability in a robotics context. In particular we
focus on the analysis of a recent dataset of sliding frictional
interactions by Yu et al. [1] and Bauza and Rodriguez [2]. Our
goal is to explain the nature of the observed variability (e.g.,
see Fig. 1) and suggest models to account for it.
Our analysis shows that a detailed understanding of the ex-
perimental process used to collect the data is key. Indeed data-
driven modeling and automatic data collection are widespread
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Fig. 1. (Left) Experiment setup of repeated pushing from [1]. The robot
arm holds a cylinder that pushes a rectangular object along a straight line.
(Right) Trajectories of the center of mass of the object during 2000 pushes.
The figure, adapted from [2], shows an interesting distribution of end poses.
techniques in robotics. In contact tasks, which involve complex
and weakly observed dynamics, it is difficult to avoid data
variability due to sensor noise, experiment bias, and task
variations. Understanding the nature of that variability is an
important step to build reliable data-driven models.
Section III describes experimental facts observed in Yu
et al.’s dataset [1], including the dependence of the data
dynamics with the initial orientation of the pushed object, the
pronounced variability of the pushes, and the bias observed
in the dataset. In particular we focus on sequences of 2000
repeated pushes, part of the dataset, that lead to outcomes
with significant variability, as in Fig. 1. These point to three
key questions that we attempt to answer in this paper:
A. Why is pushing not behaving determiniscally?
Pushing, a task driven by the dynamics of planar friction, is
a key manipulation primitive that humans and robots exploit to
manipulate objects. The robotics community has developed a
series of models to describe its dynamics [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] relying
on a deterministic Coulomb friction law, naturally resulting in
a determined pushed motion. These models have been widely
used to develop control strategies [5, 8, 9, 10]. The accuracy
of these models remains in question since the modelling and
mechanism of friction is still an open problem [11, 12, 13, 14].
If it is natural to explain friction as a deterministic, albeit
weakly observed, process, how do we explain the significant
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and structured variability of trajectories in Fig. 1? Although
it is possible—and maybe practical for robotics—to describe
that variability lumped into a stochastic process [2, 15], in
this paper we show that it is also possible to explain most
of the variability in simple mechanical terms. Section III-B
describes the formation of the path variability for four different
materials: plywood, abs, delrin, and polyurethane.
B. What is the origin of the structure in the noise?
Yu et al. [1] describes the variability of friction in the dataset
with respect to changes in the location, direction, time, and
speed of a push. These account for a fraction of the necessary
discrepancy against simple models of friction. Note however
that Fig. 1 shows a marked non-Gaussian complex structure,
which is more difficult to explain with mechanical arguments
of simple variations of the coefficient of friction. Does the
effective friction coefficient follow a complex distribution?
In this paper, we show that it is not necessary to invoke
stochastic explanations, and that the multi-modality structure
can be explained by a combination of anisotropic friction
and bias in the data. Section III-C describes the process by
which the bias in the dataset is formed by looking at the
data collection as a dynamic process. This leads to stable and
unstable pushing directions that affect the distribution of initial
orientations of the pushed object.
C. How can we model friction more accurately?
In recent years, we have seen a significant number of data-
driven models of friction and pushing [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 2] as
an alternative to analytic ones. Zhou et al. [15] assume that the
contact behavior follows a generalized Coulomb friction law,
but that the coefficient of friction is a random variable follow-
ing a Gaussian distribution. Numerical results show that this
friction model can simulate some of the variability. Following
the observation that different pushes yield different levels of
uncertainty, Bauza and Rodriguez [2] propose a purely data-
driven probabilistic model based on Heteroscedastic Gaussian
Processes that predicts the mean and expected variance of the
motion of a pushed object.
There are simpler mechanical explanations which require
to account for anisotropic friction and biases in the dataset.
In this paper, we propose an anisotropic friction model and
simulate the data collection dynamics with it. The simulation
can reproduce the bias and the direction convergence that
is observed in experiment data and confirms that anisotropic
friction is a key source of variability that can explain the multi-
modality.
II. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Before starting the analysis, we review the experiment setup
used to collect the data.
A. Experiment setup
To enable the collection of a large data-set, Yu et al. [1]
automated a loop of pushing & re-positioning an object, with
pushes carefully executed in the initial reference frame of the
Fig. 2. Illustration of data collection dynamics. The path shows the motion of
the CoM of the block during the pushing (solid) and re-positioning (dashed)
phases for two consecutive loops of the experiment k and k+ 1. The arrows
show the initial pushing locations and directions θk0 and θ
k+1
0 , which are
identical in the initial frame of the object but vary in the global reference
frame.
object. A subset of the experiments yielded continuous runs
of 2000 identical pushes over four different surfaces made of
plywood, abs, delrin and pu. Each experiment is composed of
two phases:
· Pushing phase: The robotic arm fitted with a thin
cylindrical rod (see Fig. 1), pushes the object along a
predetermined trajectory relative to the initial pose of the
object. In the set of experiments we analyze in the paper,
the pushing direction starts orthogonal to the object edge,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the particular experiment that
leads to the distribution, the pushing distance is 150mm
with velocity 20mm/s.· Re-positioning phase: After a pushing phase, the robot
drags the object back to the central area of the surface
by inserting the thin rod in a ring attached to the object
and dragging it. The dragging ring is located off-center,
as shown in Fig. 1.
B. Structured variability and notation
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the initial position and orientation
of the object at the beginning of each push varies. The re-
positioning phase brings the object close but, not exactly, to the
center of the surface. This is done for simplicity in automating
the experiments, but also because it naturally generates a richer
dataset.
For analyzing the results, we denote Initial Object Frame
(IOF) as the initial frame of the object before it is pushed. In
that frame, the object starts at (x, y, θ) = (0, 0, 0) and ends at
(x, y, θ) = (∆x,∆y,∆θ).
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the paths followed by the CoM of
the object during 2000 pushes on 4 different materials, plotted
both in IOF and in the global reference frame respectively. The
structured variability in experiment becomes clear in Fig. 3.
III. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
In this section we first describe facts observed in the dataset
and then show how they play a key role in the formation of
structured variability. Finally, we analyze the data collection
dynamics to explain biases in initial conditions.
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plywood abs
delrin pu
Fig. 3. Trajectories of the CoM of the pushed object in its reference
frame on four different materials: plywood, abs, delrin, and polyurethane. A
darker shade represents larger change in ∆θ. Note the complex—sometimes
multimodal—structure of the distribution of paths.
A. Facts
Dependence on initial orientation. Simulators frequently
assume that friction is homogeneous and isotropic. In our
particular scenario, that would mean that the trajectory of a
pushed object in the initial reference frame of a push (IOF) is
independent of its initial position and orientation. This turns
out to be far from reality.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate it. Fig. 3 represents the output
of experiments the way contact models are used in robotics
(all position and direction dependence lumped in one single
model). Fig. 4 unwraps the trajectories in the global reference
frame which is more informative.
Trajectories starting from different initial orientations bend
in different directions, which suggests a marked anisotropy.
More significantly, trajectories from different initial orientation
in Fig. 4 seldom cross each other, which suggests a stable
deterministic friction law between object and the surface.
The common assumption that friction is uniform and
isotropic leads to a dynamic system represented by the ag-
gregated plot in the object frame Fig. 3. This shows artificial
uncertainty due to ”state compression”. When we decompress
the state in Fig. 4, we see that anisotropy is a likely cause. In
Section III-B we will analyze this relationship.
Stochasticity vs. determinicity The density plots in Fig. 5,
which show the change in orientation after a push as a function
of the initial orientation, also suggest an almost deterministic
relationship. The plot shows that the dynamics of frictional
pushing are quite stable given the initial orientation θ0, even
after hundreds of pushes and re-positionings starting from the
same initial orientation. Although there is still some noise,
the plots suggest a clear functional rather than statistical
relationship between them. The spread of data points on abs
and delrin is likely due to wear and aging of material after
plywood abs
delrin pu
Fig. 4. Trajectories of the CoM of the pushed object in the global reference
frame on four different materials: plywood, abs, delrin, and polyurethane. A
darker shade represents a larger change in ∆θ. We label with orange marks
the regions with higher density of trajectories.
hundreds of pushes. Friction shifts as experiment evolves. The
material degradation for plywood and pu is not as severe since
the pushes are less concentrated.
Bias in data-set Figure 6 shows histograms for the initial
orientation of the object for all four materials. These data,
indicating strong bias in distribution, are very far from uni-
formly distributed and different from each other. On plywood,
we observe one high peak at around 100◦ and a small one at
its opposite direction. In abs we only observe a small peak at
around −150◦ and a high peak at 150◦. On delrin we only
observe one peak at around 80◦. We refer to these as stable
directions. On the contrary, polyurethane has a more uniform
plywood abs
delrin pu
Fig. 5. Dependence of ∆θ0 with the initial orientation θ0 of the object on
four different materials. Red solid lines represents fitted curve while blue dots
represent experimental data.
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spectrum with multiple peaks at an almost periodic structure.
An initial clear observation is that the dataset is highly
biased toward specific initial orientations. In Section III-C,
we discuss in depth how these distributions are formed, and
why there are sharp peaks in some materials and not in others.
B. Analysis: Formation of Structured Uncertainty – Data
Collection Dynamics
In this part, we describe the structure of the variabil-
ity/uncertainty of the pushing motions as a combination of
three factors: a compressed state representation, bias of data-
set, and anisotropic friction.
For doing so, we start by attempting to recreate the his-
tograms of the final poses of the pushed object by:· Drawing samples from the distribution of initial orienta-
tion of the object depicted in Fig. 6.· Use the fitted relationship in Fig. 5 to project the initial
to final orientation of the object.
The result is shown in Fig. 7 which is strikingly similar to
the real histograms for all four materials. The only exception
is an extra lump in the histogram of abs which is attributed
to severe wear of the material after hundreds of pushes in the
same area.
For numeric comparison, the root mean square error
(RMSE) of prediction with an isotropic and homogeneous
Coulomb friction and the fitted ’anisotropic law’ are shown in
Table I and Tables II respectively. Table I shows the deviation
of all the ∆θ,∆x and ∆y in the data-set for a particular
push. These numbers measure the variability of the data,
and can be understood as the smallest RMSE an isotropic
and homogeneous friction law can achieve at predicting it,
which indicate the limitation of predictive performance by an
isotropic and homogeneous friction law.
Tables II shows the RMSE and percentage errors for the
prediction by the fitted ’anisotropic law’. Note that RMSE
is the square root of the mean of the squared differences
plywood abs
delrin pu
Fig. 6. Bias of initial orientation: Histogram of initial orientations in the
dataset collected for four different materials.
σ ∆θ % ∆x % ∆y %
(degree) (mm) (mm)
plywood 4.74 6.86 2.84 7.75 8.57 9.09
abs 3.21 4.30 1.59 3.97 5.31 7.86
delrin 1.28 1.63 0.97 2.49 3.21 6.33
pu 4.53 6.53 2.93 7.30 11.39 13.40
TABLE I
STANDARD DEVIATION OF (∆θ,∆x,∆y) NORMALIZED BY THE MEAN OF
(∆θ,∆x,∆y).
RMSE ∆θ % ∆x % ∆y %
(degree) (mm) (mm)
plywood 2.07 2.99 0.91 2.46 3.39 3.66
abs 2.99 4.00 1.56 3.88 3.21 4.75
delrin 1.28 1.63 0.81 2.07 1.61 3.08
pu 1.14 1.64 0.60 1.49 1.56 1.86
TABLE II
RMSE OF (∆θ,∆x,∆y) CORRESPONDED TO FITTED DETERMINISTIC
LAW, NORMALIZED BY MEAN OF (∆θ,∆x,∆y).
between predicted values and observed values. We see that
the anisotropic law with the biased initial conditions yields a
much better fit to the data in all prediction aspects. Note also
that the prediction error is considerably smaller for materials
plywood and pu.
C. Analysis: Formation of Data-set Bias
Recall that the histograms in Fig. 6 show a marked bias in
the initial orientation of the object, implying that the experi-
ments happen much more frequently along certain directions.
We have seen that bias plays a key role in forming the
artificial multi-modal structure in the histogram of final pushed
motions (∆x,∆y,∆θ). In this section we study how that bias
is formed.
To characterize the bias, we need to better understand the
data collection dynamics by analyzing the time history of
initial orientations for data collection. As illustrated in Fig. 2,
the position and initial orientation at push (k+1) differs from
plywood abs
delrin pu
Fig. 7. Histograms of ∆θ on four different materials. Red bars represent
prediction of ’fitted law’, while blue bars represent experimental data.
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delrin pu
Fig. 8. Evolution of the initial orientation of pushed object θ0 during 2000
consecutive pushes on four different materials.
that at push k. These are related through the cyclic dynamics
of pushing and dragging back.
The curves in Fig. 5 show the change in orientation after
the pushing phase. Now we are interested in the change in
orientation after the combination of pushing and dragging
phases. Let f(θk0 ) = θ
k+1
0 be the function that maps an initial
orientation to the next initial orientation.
Figure 8 shows the evolution of θ0 as the experiment
progresses, without removing the natural 2 · pi winding of the
angle. Each material shows a slightly different behavior:
· plywood: The curve shows a stair-like growth with a
step height of exactly 360◦. The flatness of the step
corresponds to the stable direction where experiments
repeats. A step height of 360◦ implies that there is only
one stable direction for the initial orientation. Signs of
wear on plywood are also apparent, since the ”stability”
of that direction seems to decrease as the experiment
progresses.· abs: The initial orientation gets ”stuck” in one stable
direction where experiments repeat for about 150 times.
Then it escapes and gets trapped in second stable direc-
tion from where it never escapes again. This indicates that
at least two stable directions exists for the data collection
dynamics on abs.· delrin: The evolution of the initial orientation is quite
similar to that of abs, with a possibly less stable orien-
tation.· pu: Unlike all other materials, we do not observe any
stable orientation in polyurethane. The cumulative initial
orientation is always increasing A zoomed-in view of pu
in Fig. 8 shows how the initial orientation changes very
regularly versus the pushing count.
It is no surprise that the stable directions in Fig. 8 cor-
respond directly to the histogram peaks in Fig. 6. It is key
then to understand how the stable directions are formed. To
answer this question, we propose an anisotropic friction model
Fig. 9. (Top) Elliptical friction limit circle for a single point contact between
object and plywood. (Bottom) The contact patch between object and plywood
is modeled as sets of rigidly connected point contacts. Friction forces at each
point follows to the same friction law described by the ellipse limit circle on
the left.
in Section IV and use it to simulate the data collection process
in Section V.
IV. ANISOTROPIC FRICTION LAW
The analysis in Section III-A indicates a deterministic
relationship between the initial and final orientation of the
object, which suggests a deterministic friction law. Anisotropic
friction is a good candidate because of its dependence with the
sliding direction.
Coulomb’ friction law on a point contact can be represented
as a circle of radius µ, the limit circle [21]. A natural
generalization to include anisotropy is to define an equivalent
elliptic limit circle (Fig. IV (Left)). In the general case, the
center of ellipse is offset from the origin and the two principle
axes are not parallel to x and y axis, and are of different
magnitude. We note the center of ellipse with (m0, n0) and
the two principle axes with m and n, rotated by φ from x
and y.
We choose this model for its compactness as well as
with a physical basis. Take the example of wood. Its texture
represents the orientation of organized wood fibers. Although
wood is usually viewed as bulk material, the micro-structure
of wood fibers can yield anisotropic frictional behavior. If the
wood fibers are parallel to each other, it is natural to expect
two different coefficients for the two orthogonal directions
following the fibers and orthogonal to them. Furthermore,
while we usually think of texture as a 2D distribution, under
the microscope, its micro-structures are 3D ridges. If these are
not symmetric, sliding along opposite directions can produce
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different friction forces. This will produce a limit ellipse with
an offset center.
If we denote (µx, µy) to be the coefficient of friction
in x and y direction, then µm = µx cosφ + µy sinφ and
µn = −µx sinφ + µy cosφ. Thus, the ellipse limit circle of
anisotropic friction can be expressed as:
(µm −m0)2
µ2a
+
(µn − n0)2
µ2b
= 1; (1)
If we denote the non-zero sliding velocity of a point contact
with anisotropic friction to be v = vxx+vyy = vmm+vnn,
the maximum-power inequality, a.k.a. maximum dissipation
principle, leads to a friction coefficient vector µ = µmm +
µnn, where 
µm = m0 + µa
µavm√
µ2av
2
m + µ
2
bv
2
n
µn = n0 + µb
µbvn√
µ2av
2
m + µ
2
bv
2
n
(2)
The friction force is fτ = µN , where N is the normal load.
Since (2) is nonlinear on vm and vn, one essential aspect
of this anisotropic friction law is that the friction force fτ is
not necessarily co-linear with the sliding velocity v. The non-
linearity and directional dependence of frictional force from
anisotropic friction law complicates the pushed motion of the
object and in consequence forms directional preferences of
experiment distribution.
V. SIMULATION
One of the key experimental observations in Section III
is that there are directional preferences for experiments and
biases in distribution of initial condition. As indicated in
Section III-A, anisotropic friction is a likely source of the
viability. In order to reproduce the experimental phenomenon
and validate the claim, we conduct numerical simulations of
the data collection dynamics. For simplicity, we only carry out
the simulation experiments on plywood.
A. Dynamics of pushing and dragging
Given the generalized coordinates of the object q =
[x, y, θ]T, if we denote m and I = 1/6mL2 to be the
mass and moment of inertia of the object and denote M =
diag(m,m, I) to be its mass matrix, then the Newton-Euler
equations for the object are:
Mq¨ = Fp + Ff (3)
where Fp = [Fx, Fy, Tp]T is the force and torque applied by
the pusher and Ff = [fx, fy, Tf ]T is the frictional load applied
by the surface under the object. The interaction force in normal
direction between pusher and object is modeled with a penalty
function method.
B. Friction modelling
We model the frictional forces between the pusher, object
and supporting surface. If we denote Fτ and Fn to be the
Fig. 10. (Left) Ratio of tangential and normal forces at the contact point
between pusher and object indicates the contact follows Coulomb friction
law. (Right) The fitted limit circle of anisotropic friction between object and
plywood.
tangential and normal forces between object and pusher, then
the Coulomb friction law is:
− µp ≤ Fτ/Fn ≤ µp (4)
As shown in Fig. IV (right), the contact patch between
object and plywood is modeled as sets of rigidly connected
point contacts. To be specific, we simulate the face contact
as an 8 × 8 array of point contacts each subject to the
anisotropic friction model in (1). The total frictional wrench
Ff = [fx, fy, Tf ]
T is the sum of frictional wrenches from each
point acting at the mass center of object. The normal load of
each point is assumed to be 164 of weight of the object.
C. Parameter Identification
To identify the friction parameters for the contact between
pusher and object, we analyzed the ratio of tangential and
normal forces at the pushing point for one pushing experiment.
Fig. 10 (Left) shows that the ratio is ±0.15 when the contact
point pair is sliding, while it lies between −0.15 and 0.15
when the contact point pair is sticking. Thus Coulomb friction
law can describe the friction between pusher and object
approximately, with coefficient of friction µp ≈ 0.15.
µa µb m0 n0 φ (rad)
0.2545 0.2346 0.0325 0.0082 2.6175
TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF ANISOTROPIC FRICTION BETWEEN STEEL AND PLYWOOD
(ACHIEVED BY FITTING WITH EXPERIMENT DATA IN FIG.6 OF [1]).
For the contact between object and plywood surface, we
identified the parameters of the elliptic limit surface via
manual fitting, in Table III. Figure.10 (Right) compares the
fitted limit ellipse with measured data.
D. Simulation Results
We carry out a simulation of the push-and-drag experiments
in [1] for 600 cycles in 6 batches, each consisting of 100 cycles
with a different starting orientation: 0◦, 60◦, 120◦, 180◦, 240◦
and 300◦.
Numerical results show that, independently of the initial ori-
entation, the orientation of the pushing experiments converges
to a stable direction in less than 50 cycles.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of spatial distribution of trajectories of the center
of mass of the pushed object in a global reference frame (in simulation)
with an anisotropic (left) and isotropic (right) friction model between object
and surface. The horizontal and vertical axis represent x(m) and y(m)
respectively.
Figure 11 shows that, in contrast to an isotropic friction
model, an anisotropic friction model generates significant
biases in the distribution of initial orientations. Figure 12
shows the same trajectories but in the reference frame of
the initial orientation of the object, recreating the plots in
Fig. 3. This supports our hypothesis that anistotropic friction
introduces sufficient non-linear dynamics in the data collection
process to bias the collected dataset. This motivates the need
for a more in depth analysis of the automated data collection
process as a dynamics system itself.
We also simulate the pushed motion under an anisotropic
friction law, and using the experimental distribution of initial
orientations. Fig. 13 plots the dependence of ∆θ with respect
to the initial orientation θ0 which shows a similar structure
when compared with experiment data on plywood. This indi-
cates that anisotropic friction is key to explain the direction
dependence of pushed motion.
Finally, we would like to make a reference to recent work
by Zhou et al. [15], where they model the stochasticity in
pushed trajectories by sampling the coefficient of Coulomb
friction from an interval, and yielding to a similar plot. In
this paper we suggest that the ’variance’ in the coefficient of
friction is likely due to a rather deterministic but anisotropic
friction interaction.
Fig. 12. ( Left)Simulated trajectories of the center of mass of a pushed object
in the frame of the initial orientation of the object, subject to anisotropic
friction. (Right)The bold line is the equivalent outcome simulated with an
isotropic friction model. All 500 trajectories coincide into a single one.
Fig. 13. Dependence of ∆θ0 with the initial orientation θ0 of in simulation
(red, bottom) for plywood compared with data in experiment (blue, top).
The similarity trend indicates that anisotropic friction model can reproduces
direction-dependent variance of pushed motion.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The main purpose of this paper is to understand the struc-
tured variability manifested in planar pushing dynamics [1]
and bring to light the importance of anisotropic friction. We
focus the discussion in two aspects: the uncertainty in pushing
experiments and the data collection dynamics.
Anisotropic Friction and Structured Uncertainty. One of
the key motivators for this paper is to better understand the
nature of the uncertainty in the pushing trajectories in Fig. 3.
We attribute it to three main factors: 1) a compressed
representation of the state that projects contact dynamics to
the initial reference frame of the object effectively lumping
variability in the environment; 2) anisotropy of friction; and
3) sharp bias of the initial orientations of the collected data.
The combination of these effects explains most of the structure
in the noisy plots in Fig. 3. Remaining variability can be
attributed to heterogeneity and aging of the surface.
Standard deterministic models of friction dynamics with
isotropic and uniform Coulomb friction imply a dynamic
model of pushing that is invariant to the initial orientation of
the object. But the detailed analysis indicates that anisotropy
plays a key role in bending the pushing trajectories in different
directions. We simulate the pushing and dragging dynamics
with an anisotropic friction law and show how bias and
variability is formed.
More efficient algorithms for identification of anisotropic
friction parameters is an interesting topic we would like to
exploit in the future. Although identification procedures for
either parametric or non-parametric isotropic friction have
been proposed, efficiency and accuracy are still open problems.
Micro-scale texture leads to asymmetries in friction. This
could be exploited to generate useful directional behavior. We
are interested in the problem of controlling anisotropic friction
though embedding micro-textured patterns on contact surfaces.
This opens the door to engineering friction for the purpose of
robotic manipulation and locomotion.
Data collection dynamics Practical advances in machine
learning and data-driven modeling are closely tied with big-
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data. The availability of large and nicely balanced data-sets is
increasingly key to develop high performing systems.
Data collection with real robots in real scenarios, however, is
much more challenging than in applications where simulation
or computational data is sufficient. We have seen that the
dynamics of even a simple pushing automated data collection
process can lead to significant biases in the dataset. As the
system evolves, aging and wear is also a concern, which turns
the dynamics that we are trying to capture a moving target.
In the case of this paper, the preference of certain initial
conditions is a result of experiment design and anisotropy in
the materials. Bias contributes to shape the variability of the
dataset, which, if not dealt with, can result in deterioration of
trained models. Hence the importance of paying attention to
the data collection dynamics.
Particularly key for automating data collection in robotic
manipulation is the availability of a resetting mechanism that
can avoid bias. Resetting a simulation experiment is trivial, but
resetting the initial conditions of a real robotic task is more
challenging. Simple strategies as in [1], might leave the door
open to bias. More complex resetting strategies that attempt
to carefully control the initial conditions, might become as
difficult to automate as the original problem we are trying to
solve. Injecting controlled noise seems necessary.
Similar biases are present in other data collection experi-
ments, which suggest the importance of a dynamic perspective
on experimental data collection. We are interested in mathe-
matical tools and mechanisms to track and control biases in
data collection.
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